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Abstract A principal component analysis (PCA) is used to decompose data on the coupled

morphodynamics of the shoreline and nearshore sandbar of a typical single-barred embayed beach (Tairua

Beach, New Zealand). Dynamic patterns are classified into simultaneous modes, where the bar and shoreline

move at the same time, and nonsimultaneous modes, where the shore moves independently from the

bar, and vice versa. Two simultaneous modes accounting for 65% of the variance of the shoreline and

barline dominate the system. One mode describes inverse shoreline and sandbar cross-shore migrations

(alongshore averaged), occurring with simultaneous rotations in the same direction. The other mode

accounts for migration in the same direction accompanied by variations of the barline curvature

(similar to “breathing modes” previously described in embayed beach shoreline modeling studies). Two

nonsimultaneous modes of lesser importance account separately for independent shoreline and barline

rotations (10 to 15% of the variance explained). A PCA applied to the shore and sandbar behaviors modeled

by four standard equilibrium models simulating shore and sandbar cross-shore migrations and rotations

show that these are interrelated because of a correlation between wave energy and direction. Shore and bar

rotations are coupled partially because the shape of the bay induces a correlation of their respective drivers,

the wave angle of incidence and the alongshore gradient of wave energy. However, this correlation depends

on the wave energy. This, in combination with different shore and sandbar response times (quantified using

the models), also explains the independent rotations reflected by the nonsimultaneous modes.

1. Introduction

Embayed beaches are landforms typically found along rugged coastlines exhibiting rocky outcrops. Such

headland-baymorphology, accounting for an estimated50%of theworld’s coastline [Short, 1999], is also com-

mon inurbanareas,wheregroins andbreakwaters constitute artificial headlands that embaybeach sediments

(e.g., in Barcelona, Spain [Ojeda and Guillén, 2008]). Over the past decades, reduced sediment supply often

related to river damming [Chaibi and Sedrati, 2009], and the progressive construction of dwellings on coastal

dunes [Healy and Soomere, 2008], has increased the risks related to coastal erosion, in particular, in embayed

environments [Flor and Flor-Blanco, 2005; Bryan et al., 2013]. Protecting these areas requires an enhanced

understanding of their morphodynamics.

Beyond small-scale morphological patterns of sandy coastlines (e.g., beach cusps and rip channels), evolv-

ing over daily to weekly timescales [Almar et al., 2008; Gallop et al., 2011; Castelle and Coco, 2012; Stokes et al.,

2015], the morphology of embayed beaches also vary at the scale of the embayment (O(1 km)). Related pat-

terns develop overmonthly to interannual timescales [Ojedaet al., 2011;Daly et al., 2015] and dominate beach

behavior [Clarke and Eliot, 1982; Short and Trembanis, 2004; Ojeda et al., 2011; Loureiro et al., 2012; Turki et al.,

2013a]. They typically account for the cross-shore migration and the rotation of the beach shoreline and

nearshore sandbars [OjedaandGuillén, 2008;Ojedaetal., 2011; vandeLagewegetal., 2013], aswell as variations

of their curvature [Loureiro et al., 2012; Ratliff andMurray, 2014].

Waves and flow circulations are drivers of embayed beach morphodynamics that are strongly controlled by

the local geological setting (e.g., the extent and separation of the headlands that enclose the beach) [Short,

1999;CastelleandCoco, 2012;Dalyetal., 2014]. This aspect is reflected in the embayedbeach classificationpro-

posed by Castelle and Coco [2012], based on the ratio of embayment length to time-averaged surfzone width

�. For low values (�< 6), the geological setting dominates (e.g., high shoreline curvature and one central rip).
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On the contrary, high values relate to long embayments where beaches exhibit typical open beach topogra-

phies with six or more rip channels. The present paper focuses on such a low-curvature embayed beach that

in addition features a single nearshore sandbar.

Cross-shore migrations of the shoreline and nearshore sandbar reflect transitions toward more dissipative or

more reflective states depending on the incident wave conditions [vanMaanen et al., 2008;Ojeda andGuillén,

2008; van de Lageweg et al., 2013]. Recently, semiempirical models, based on a limited number of key pri-

mary processes, have been developed to explain and forecast themigration of the shoreline [Yates et al., 2009;

Davidson et al., 2010, 2013; Splinter et al., 2014; Jara et al., 2015] and the nearshore sandbar [Plant et al., 1999,

2006; Splinter et al., 2011; Blossier et al., 2016]. In essence, this type of migrationmodels defines a time-varying

equilibrium location of the shoreline (or barline) and a migration intensity that depends on the incoming

wave energy.

Rotation results from a contrasting evolution of the beach profile at the extremities of the embayment related

to different erosion or accretion rates. Shoreline rotation has been observed in embayments characterized by

large � values (La Barceloneta (Spain), � = 24 [Ojeda and Guillén, 2008; Turki et al., 2013b]; Collaroy-Narrabeen

(Australia), � = 33 [Harley et al., 2011]; and Tairua [van de Lageweg et al., 2013], which has a � = 31). A rela-

tion between shoreline rotation and alongshore sediment transport was shown by Clarke and Eliot [1982]

and Turki et al. [2013a], using principal component analyses (PCAs) on upper beach sediment volumes and

shoreline planform shapes, respectively. Castelle and Coco [2012] confirmed the role of alongshore transport

at embayed beaches of intermediate lengths (1 to 4 km). However, Harley et al. [2011, 2015] showed that this

concept may not always explain the rotation. Instead, varying cross-shore adaptations of the beach profile

along the embayment can be related to alongshore gradients of wave energy, regardless of alongshore trans-

port mechanisms. Blossier et al. [2016] showed that such gradient can also induce the rotation of nearshore

sandbars at the embayment scale.

Cross-shoremigrations and rotations of the shoreline and barline of a beach are processes that are rarely con-

sidered together. Research concerning shoreline and barline coupling has focused mainly on medium-sized

morphological features such as rip channels (O(100 m)) [Coco et al., 2005; Ruessink et al., 2007; Castelle et al.,

2010a, 2010b; van de Lageweg et al., 2013]. On a larger scale, at a double-barred embayed beach, Price and

Ruessink [2011] showed that the state of the intertidal bar was influenced by the state of the subtidal bar.

However, these studies did not assess if embayment-wide patterns such as cross-shore migrations, rotations,

or changes of curvature, which dominate the beach variability at the scale of the embayment, are coupled.

Earlywork has shown that shoreline and sandbars tend tomigrate in opposite directionswhen thebeachmor-

phology evolves toward a reflective or dissipative state [e.g.,WrightandShort, 1984].More recently,Ojedaetal.

[2011] and van de Lageweg et al. [2013] reported qualititatively that the shoreline and barline of an embayed

beach tend to rotate in the same direction, but they also observed events showing opposite rotations. The

connection between sandbar and shoreline has only beenquantitatively explored through the study of single

profiles [e.g., RoelvinkandBrøker, 1993; vanRijn et al., 2003;Grasso et al., 2009; Ludka et al., 2015]. Therefore, the

context of the larger-scale embayment-wide coupling remains largely unexplored, even though these spatial

scales are critical to understanding beach erosion and recovery.

Therefore, in this paper, we determine the degree to which large-scale shore and bar morphodynamics are

coupled and under what forcing conditions such coupling occurs. This is achieved by isolating the dominant

morphodynamic patterns of the shoreline and barline considered as one dynamic system using PCA. Our

analysis does not presuppose any hypothesis about the shoreline and barline behaviors, but according to the

literature, we expect them to account for cross-shore migration, rotation, and change of curvature, and we

will assess towhich extent this is the case. More fundamentally, the resulting PCA patternswill reveal whether

shoreline and barline movements occur at the same time or not. If they do move together, in which case

this provides evidence of coupling, we will assess whether this movement is in the same or opposite direc-

tion. Otherwise, if themovement does not occur in the shoreline and sandbar together, patterns will describe

independent behaviors of the shoreline or barline. We will therefore discriminate between simultaneous pat-

terns (coupled behaviors) and nonsimultaneous patterns (independent behaviors). After this identification,

the potential environmental drivers of these simultaneous and nonsimultaneous patterns will be assessed.

We undertake our analysis at Tairua Beach, a typical example of a single-barred embayed beach located in the

north island of New Zealand. Seven years of shoreline and barline positions derived from video imagery data,

previously presented in van de Lageweg et al. [2013], are studied. To characterize dynamic patterns, this study
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introduces aPCAmethod that hasnotbeenused inbeachmorphology studies,whichallows for the combined

decomposition of the shoreline and barline dynamics into coupled modes that describe their simultaneous

and nonsimultaneous behaviors. To support the interpretation of thesemodes, standard PCAs are performed

separately on the shoreline and barline data sets. Finally, we show that four equilibrium models for shore-

line and barline migration and rotation can partially simulate the observed modes, enabling to associate the

corresponding beach behaviors with the external wave conditions driving the models.

2. Study Area and External Conditions
2.1. Geological Characteristics

Tairua Beach is located at the east coast of the New Zealand north island, in the Coromandel peninsula

(Figure 1). This peninsula is a region of ancient volcanic activity [Booden et al., 2012], accounting for its rugged

coastal topography. Along its eastern coastline, rocky shores are intersected by numerous embayed beaches

resulting from local sediment supply by rivers or bypassing effects [Hart and Bryan, 2008].

Tairua Beach is 1.2 km long and enclosed between two headlands extending approximately 600 m seaward

from the dune foot—Pumpkin Hill at the north and Paku Hill at the south. The beach is partly sheltered from

waves by Shoe Island, located 3 km east of Paku Hill and extending over 1 km from south to north.

Tairua Beach is mainly facing easterly and northeasterly long-traveling swell and storm waves. Far offshore,

significant wave heights are 1.4 m on average and can reach 6 m during storms [Smith and Bryan, 2007]. The

beach, constituted of medium to coarse sand (d50 between 300 μmand 600 μmaccording to Smith and Bryan

[2007], vanMaanenetal. [2008], andour own surveys), is located in amicrotidal environmentwith a tidal range

varying between 1.2 and 2m. Tairua features a single distinct shore-parallel sandbar and shows intermediate

beach states mostly ranging from longshore bar and trough to transverse bar and rips [Bogle et al., 2001; van

Maanen et al., 2008]. The lower shoreface slope is approximately 0.02 [Blossier et al., 2016], whereas the upper

beach slope is rather steep (≈ 0.2 [Smith and Bryan, 2007]). Transient intertidal bars can appear along Tairua

Beach shoreline, but they are not taken into account in the present paper.

The beach exhibits regular successive progradation and retreat events as well as shoreline and barline rota-

tions [vanMaanen et al., 2008; Bryan et al., 2013; van de Lageweg et al., 2013; Blossier et al., 2016]. Smaller-scale

morphological features have also been observed such as beach cusps [Almar et al., 2008] and rip channels

[Gallop et al., 2011].

2.2. Wave Data in the Bay of Plenty

There is no permanent wave buoy or other instrument deployed in the vicinity of Tairua Beach, but one buoy

has been collecting deep water wave data since 2003, 90 km south of Tairua. It is maintained by the Bay of

Plenty Regional Council (BoPRC) and provides continuous bulk wave spectrum parameters every hour since

then (B, Figure 1b).

Toobtain thewave characteristics at TairuaBeach, a regionalwavemodelwas set up in SWAN [Booij etal., 1999]

and applied for the Bay of Plenty, nested within the global WaveWatch III hindcast model from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The main surface driver of the SWAN model is the new

Climate Forecast System Reanalysis data set of hourly 0.5∘ spatial resolution winds from the National Centers

for Environmental Prediction. Themodelwas calibratedusing thedata of the BoPRCbuoy (R2 between 0.7 and

0.9, Relative Mean Absolute Error, RMAE, below 0.1 for the significant wave height Hs and mean wave period

Tm, R
2 = 0.5 for the wave angle of incidence, increasing to 0.7 for Hs > 0.7m).

To further validate the model in the domain of interest, observations were collected during three 6 week

periods in March to April, August to September, and October to November 2011 at three different locations

in the vicinity of Tairua Beach, at 8 m depth. S4 instruments (InterOcean) measured pressure and horizontal

velocities (PUV) at the extremities of Tairua Beach and immediately south of Paku Hill (S4_N, S4_S, and S4_P,

Figure 1d). Comparing themodel with observations, R2 is between 0.5 and 0.8 forHs, with a root-mean-square

error, RMSE, between 0.1 and 0.2. R2 is below 0.5 for the wave angle of incidence. However, R2 falls between

0.4 and 0.7 for the wave energy Ey available for alongshore sediment transport (Ey = E cos(�) sin(�), with E

the wave energy [Komar and Inman, 1970]). This improvement is potentially due to the fact that Ey minimizes

the role of the smallest waves for which the angle of incidence is not simulated as well as for higher waves. Hs

and Ey at Tairua Beach are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Location of Tairua (c) on the Coromandel peninsula (b) in the north island of (a) New Zealand. The yellow
rectangle in Figure 1c shows the area of study which is represented rotated and in detail in Figure 1d. Red dot B in
Figure 1b indicates the BoPRC wave buoy location. (d) Red dots S4_N, S4_S, and S4_P show the locations of the S4 used
to validate the wave model. Example of extracted barline (27 June 2003, blue) and shoreline (25 June 2003, red) are
depicted in Figure 1d over a georectified low tide image taken on 27 June 2003 and the local reference frame (yellow
axes). Dashed lines indicate the 6 and 11 m depth contour lines compared to msl.

2.3. Shoreline and Barline Data

A video camera was installed in 1998 at Tairua Beach (Cam-Era network, National Institute for Water and

Atmospheric Research, NIWA, Figure 1d), approximately 50m abovemean sea level (msl). Seven years of day-

light hourly time exposure (timex) images (600 images averaged over 15 min) are used in the present study,

from 1999 to 2005.

Figure 2. Significant (a) wave height Hs, (b) wave energy available for alongshore sediment transport Ey , and
(c) alongshore wave energy gradient ∇x(E)modeled at Tairua Beach for the study period (Ey > 0 relates to southward
directed transport). Gray areas represent Events I, II, III, and IV.
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Shoreline and barline cross-shore positions have been extracted from the georectified timex images in van

de Lageweg et al. [2013]. In agreement with Plant et al. [2007], shoreline elevations �s required for the georec-

tification included the tidal level (NIWA numerical model [Walters et al., 2001]), and a wave runup correction

[Bowen et al., 1968]. Images corresponding to a runup above 1.5 m were discarded. Below 1.5 m, computed

runup values agree with those computed following themore recent work of Stockdon et al. [2006] (maximum

difference of 20 cm in the vertical, creating a shoreline difference of 1 m in the horizontal which is small com-

pared to the patterns we are studying (see error discussion below)). To limit the influence of the tides on the

runup, only high tide images were selected (tidal level between 0.2 and 0.6 m above msl) following Guedes

et al. [2011]. In the present study, a shoreline is defined as the contour line located 0.9 m above Mean High

Water Neap tidal level, i.e., 1.5m abovemsl. Using a tolerance of 25 cm (1.25m< �s < 1.75mabovemsl), 1272

shorelines are selected, resulting in a shoreline reading every 2 days on average. Barlines are extracted at the

location ofwave breaking, observed aswhite bands on the timex images. Only low tide images are usedwhen

the wave breaking needed to detect barlines was maximized (tidal levels falling between −1 and −0.5 m),

resulting in 739 lines, i.e., a barline reading every 3.5 days on average. Shoreline and barline data sets are

extracted in the same local reference frame (Figure 1d). Aweeklymoving average is applied to the data sets to

filter out the noise introduced by the digitization and by small potential errors in the water level assessment.

To allow for combined analysis, the averaged data sets are linearly interpolated over a 12-hourly time frame,

resulting in signals S(x, t) (shorelines) and B(x, t) (barlines) presented in Figures 3a and 3b. In this figure, brown

relates to more accreted beach states (accreted shoreline, nearshore barline location) while blue relates to

more eroded states (eroded shoreline, offshore barline location).

At intermediate scales, rip channels (which cause undulations in the shoreline and barline) emerge, grow, and

disappear along the shoreline (e.g., fromDecember 2001until July 2002) and thebarline (e.g., fromSeptember

2000 until July 2002). These shoreline and barline undulations can exhibit a coupling reflected by identical

wavelengths (e.g., January 2002), studied in van de Lageweg et al. [2013]. At the scale of the embayment,

large migration (shoreward and seaward movement) and rotation events occur. To characterize these pro-

cesses, a linear fit of each extracted shoreline and barline planform shape was performed to compute their

alongshore-averaged cross-shore position S0 and B0, and their orientation �s and �b (subscripts s and b stand

for shoreline and barline, respectively). They are presented in Figures 3c–3f.

The shoreline and barline position and orientation errors were smaller than the patterns on which our study

is based. The error for the shoreline position is evaluated by combining the influence of the cross-shore pixel

footprint of the georectified images (maximum 0.7 m), the standard deviation of the selected water levels

after moving average (± 0.07 m vertically that converts to ± 0.35 m horizontally considering an upper beach

slope of 0.2), the uncertainty in wave runup (+ 0.5 m and −0.6 m vertically that converts to + 2.5 m and

− 3 m horizontally [Bowen et al., 1968; Stockdon et al., 2006], and the possible influence of the tides [Guedes

et al., 2011]). All together, the error falls between + 3.50 m and −4 m. The shoreline orientation error was

inducedby thepixel footprint and theuncertainty in runup (the absolute setupand the tidal level donot cause

alongshore variations in error), i.e., 4.4×±10−3 (all angles given in radians).With a video camera system similar

to the system on Tairua Beach, van Enckevort and Ruessink [2001] and Ruessink et al. [2009] assessed the error

in measuring nearshore sandbar locations. Their error was below 10 m, before they would apply corrections

for the influence of water level and wave height. This value of 10 m also agrees with the barline observations

of Ribas et al. [2010]. Therefore, 10 m, already used in Blossier et al. [2016], is also used in the present study to

assess the influence of error in barline cross-shore position. This results in a barline orientation error of 0.017.

For the shoreline and barline orientations, as well as for the barline cross-shore position, the error is less than

half the standard deviation of the signal (Table 1). As a result, most of the fluctuations of �s, B0, and �b are

significant compared to the evaluated errors (Figures 3d–3f ). For the shoreline cross-shore position S0, the

error is between a half and one standard deviation, due to the uncertainty related to the runup extent. This

does not alter the results of the present study (effect of errors on the results presented here are evaluated in

more detail in Appendix A).

Four events have been selected to illustrate the beach behavior (Figure 3). Events I and IV show transitions

from more reflective toward more dissipative states with strong erosion of the shoreline (−15 m and −10 m)

and large offshoremigrations of the barline (+50m and+60m). Thesemigrations are accompanied by strong

rotations of the barline in the clockwise direction, mainly due to larger offshore migration of the barline at

the north compared to the south (Figure 3b). Shoreline rotation occurs in the same direction but is much

smaller. Event II shows part of the transition of the beach toward more reflective states with progradation
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Figure 3. (a) Shoreline S(x, t) (1.5 m above msl) and (b) barline B(x, t) planform shapes derived from 7 years of camera imagery at Tairua Beach [van de Lageweg

et al., 2013]. Note that color scales are different for both panels. Observations (blue dots) and semiempirical models results (red lines) for (c) alongshore-averaged
shoreline cross-shore position S0, (d) shoreline orientation �s , (e) barline cross-shore position B0 (e), and (f ) barline orientation �b. Gray areas represent Events I,
II, III, and IV. Error bars represent the measurement errors mentioned in the text.
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Table 1. Minimum, Maximum, and Standard Deviation of S0, �s, B0, and �b
(Figures 3c–3f ) and Model Skills for 7 Year Calibrated Shoreline and Barline
Parameters

Parameter Min Max � RMSE R2 Bss

S0 24.7 50.5 5.3 3.2 0.67 0.64

�s −0.05 0.03 0.02 0.010 0.79 0.62

B0 113.5 228.2 23.7 11.8 0.75 0.75

�b −0.15 0.02 0.05 0.022 0.77 0.77

of the shoreline (+15 m) and shoreward migration of the barline (−50 m). During this accretionary sequence,

the shoreline rotates in the counterclockwise direction (+0.025) and the barline orientation is nearly stable

(note also the development of rip channels). In contrast with Events I, II, and IV, Event III exhibits very lit-

tle migration of the shoreline and barline; however, large clockwise rotations are observed for the shoreline

(−0.025) and the barline (−0.125).

Other large-scale morphodynamic processes can be observed such as the variability of the curvature of the

shoreline and barline. In Figures 3a and 3b, a large curvature can be characterized by a central area of the

shoreline (or barline) that is locatedmore seaward, ormore shoreward, than its twoextremities (e.g., June1999

until June 2000 and February to April 2004 for the shoreline; e.g., June 1999 until June 2000 and May 2003

until January 2004 for the barline). Low curvature can be characterized by similar cross-shore positions of the

extremities and central areas (e.g., February 1999, January 2002, and June 2005 for the shoreline; e.g., March

1999, February to June 2002, and January 2005 for the barline). These patterns can sometimes be hidden by

medium-scale patterns such as undulations or superimposed large-scale patterns such as shoreline or barline

obliquity observed after rotation events, which can make them difficult to identify.

3. Analysis Methodology
3.1. Principal Component Analyses

PCA has been widely used to characterize dominant modes of dynamic systems where multiple patterns

occur together such as Tairua Beach. Examples of use include beach profiles [Winant et al., 1975;Wijnberg and

Terwindt, 1995; Karunarathna et al., 2012; Ludka et al., 2015; Kuriyama and Yanagishima, 2016], shoreline plan-

forms [Miller andDean, 2007a;HansenandBarnard, 2010;Harley et al., 2011; Turki et al., 2013b], and alongshore

bar patterns [LippmannandHolman, 1990;Dai et al., 2008]. In this paper, PCA is used to reveal the simultaneity

of the shoreline and barline dynamics at Tairua Beach by identifying coupled shoreline and barline patterns.

PCA is well-suited for this purpose since it can extract such patterns without assuming anything about their

nature a priori.

A PCA decomposes a two-dimensional signal into two separate sets of orthogonal vectors. A pair of equally

ranked vectors in each set constitute amode (i.e., a dynamic pattern). In the usual PCA approach in climate and

morphodynamics studies, one signal dimension is often temporal, while the other is usually physical (e.g., the

alongshore position). Short and Trembanis [2004], Alvarez-Ellacuria et al. [2011], Turki et al. [2013a], and Harley

et al. [2011] focused on such 2-D signals (shoreline cross position defined as a function of time and alongshore

position). They extracted a small number of modes (usually 2), which together often explained more than

80% of the shoreline variability. In this paper, this approach (hereafter referred to as Method 1, Figure 4) leads

to two independent decompositions for the demeaned and normalized shoreline and barline signals, Ŝ(xs, t)

and B̂(xb, t), respectively:

Ŝ(xs, t) =
∑

i

�s,ics,i(t)es,i(xs), (1)

B̂(xb, t) =
∑

i

�b,icb,i(t)eb,i(xb) (2)

with � scalars with no unit (Ŝ and B̂ are normalized), c temporal vectors, and e spatial vectors. Subscript i refers

to the mode rank, and subscript s (b) refers to shoreline (barline). For instance, the pair of equally ranked

vectors cs,i and es,i constitutes modeMs,i and describes a dynamic pattern. The contribution of modeMs,i and

its associated pattern to the variance of Ŝ(xs, t) is expressed by �2
s,i
, since modes are orthogonal and the sum

of �2
s,i
is 1 (due to the normalization). This method extracts the dominant patterns of the shoreline and barline
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Figure 4. Description of the two methods used in the present paper to perform PCA on the shoreline and barline
signals. I: shoreline and barline signals as depicted in Figures 3a and 3b. II: normalization of the signals. III: stacking of
the shoreline and barline arrays for Method 2. IV: Extraction of the modes with their spatial vectors and associated time
functions. Method 1: the shoreline and barline are decomposed into separated modes Ms,i and Mb,i , each with their
spatial vector (es,i and eb,i) and time function (cs,i and cb,i). Method 2: modes are extracted for the stacked
{shoreline-barline} signal. For each mode M∗

i
, the spatial vector e∗

i
and time function c∗

i
account for both the shoreline

and barline. Vector e∗
i
is split into two parts related to the shoreline (e∗

s,i
) and to the barline (e∗

b,i
) for readability.

behaviors separately without considering their interrelation. In this study, the significance (95%) level of each

PCA mode is established using the rule of thumb of North et al. [1982], and a Monte Carlo approach using

surrogate red noise spectra. Autocorrelation in signals is taken into account following Zwiers and von Storch

[1995]. More details can be found in Appendix B.

However, Method 1 does not allow for the PCA to identify simultaneous and nonsimultaneous shoreline and

barline behaviors. Therefore, a second approach (hereafter referred to as Method 2, Figure 4) is proposed, in

which the PCA is applied to a 2-D signal that accounts for the variability of both the shoreline and barline. For

this, B̂(xb, t) is further normalized so that it can be expressed in the same scale of variation as Ŝ(xs, t), giving

B̂(xb,norm, t), where xb,norm is a spatial vector of the same size as xs (Figure 4, II). This ensures that Ŝ(xs, t) and

B̂(xb,norm, t) contain identical amounts of variability. This is critical since without complete normalization, the

PCA decompositionwould be controlled by the variance of the barline, which is an order ofmagnitude above
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the variance of the shoreline. Then, Ŝ(xs, t) and B̂(xb,norm, t) are stacked along the spatial dimension, resulting

in one signal C([xs, xb,norm], t) (Figure 4, III). This method of stacking is commonly used in applying PCA to 3-D

(two spatial, one time)measurements such as atmospheric pressure [Hannachi et al., 2007]. Finally, a standard

PCA is applied on C:

C([xs, xb,norm], t) =
∑

i

�∗
i
c∗
i
(t)e∗

i
([xs, xb,norm]), (3)

e∗
i
([xs, xb,norm]) =

[
e∗
s,i
(xs), e

∗
b,i
(xb,norm)

]
(4)

with superscript ∗ standing for this second method and [, ] indicating stacked vectors or signals. The PCA

outcome is therefore a set of stacked shoreline and barline vectors e∗
i
and a set of corresponding temporal

vectors c∗
i
that constitute modes M∗

i
(Figure 4, IV). The stacked vectors e∗

i
are split into shoreline and barline

shapes (e∗
s,i
and e∗

b,i
, respectively) to assist in interpretation and to allow comparison with the first method. In

the following, e∗
b,i
(xb,norm) is expressed on xb for easier comparison with eb,i, with the same notation e∗

b,i
. With

this method, shoreline and barline vectors of same rank i, e∗
s,i
, and e∗

b,i
correspond to the same modeM∗

i
and

single temporal vector c∗
i
(Figure 4, IV). A key implication is that the temporal variations of the shoreline and

barline shapes occur simultaneously.

This is not sufficient to conclude that the shoreline and barline behavior described by modeM∗
i
is simultane-

ous. For instance, an independent behavior of the shoreline could be captured by a mode M∗
i
in which the

part describing the barline behavior is true but trivial. In other words, the shoreline part of the mode, e∗
s,i
and

c∗
i
, would explain a significant amount of the variability of the shoreline (above 5%) while the barline part of

the mode, e∗
b,i
and c∗

i
, would be nonsignificant (below 5%).

In the following,M∗
i
is defined as a simultaneous mode and therefore describes a simultaneous dynamic pat-

tern of the shore and bar, if it explains more than 5% for both the shoreline and the barline variability. On the

contrary, if the amount of variability explained by M∗
i
is above 5% for the shoreline only (or for the barline

only), then M∗
i
describes a dynamic pattern of the shoreline only (or barline only) and is therefore named a

nonsimultaneousmode.

3.2. Identification of Drivers

Different methods were used in the literature to relate dynamic patterns to external forcing conditions. For

instance, Miller and Dean [2007b] and Harley et al. [2011] studied the correlations between PCA temporal

vectors and external forcing conditions, while Larson et al. [2000] and Ruiz de Alegria-Arzaburu et al. [2010]

used a linear statistical procedure, the Canonical Correlation Analysis. These methods assume that the tem-

poral behavior of the extracted modes depends linearly on forcing conditions. However, it has been shown

that the response of a beach to varying external conditions can be influenced by its present state [Miller

and Dean, 2004; Yates et al., 2009; Sénéchal et al., 2015] and can be strongly nonlinear [Splinter et al., 2011;

Blossier et al., 2016].

Therefore, in this paper, we use another approach. The two PCAmethods applied to the data are also applied

to the alongshore-averaged cross-shore position and orientation of Tairua Beach shoreline and barline, when

simulated by four equilibrium models. Resulting model-based modes and vectors are marked with a tilde

(e.g., M̃∗
i
, ẽs,i). If data-based modes (e.g., M∗

i
) and model-based modes (e.g., M̃∗

i
) are similar, then not only the

models will explain some of the variance of the data-based modes induced by migration and rotation but

these two processes will be found to be sufficient to explain the dominant behavior of Tairua Beach. In addi-

tion, the simple formulation of the equilibriummodels will allow for a limited number of wave forcing param-

eters (e.g., wave height, period, and angle of incidence) to be associated with a large-scale dynamic pattern

of the beach (potentially composed of mixed migration, rotation, and change of curvature of the shoreline

and/or barline).

Short descriptions of the four semiempirical models used to simulate the alongshore-averaged cross-shore

position and orientation of the shoreline andbarline at Tairua Beach are given here, while details can be found

in Appendix C.

Themodel ofYatesetal. [2009], describing the shorelinealongshore-averagedcross-shoreposition S0, is adapted

byusingonly one free coefficient insteadof different ones for shoreline accretion anderosion, andby allowing
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for a linear trend of S0. This trend accounts for accretion or erosion processes that are not related to

wave-induced cross-shore transport, similar to Davidson et al. [2013]. The model is

dS̃0
dt

= Cs

√
E
(
E − psS̃0 − psqst − rs

)
+ qs (5)

where Cs (m
2s−1), ps (m), qs (ms−1), and rs (m

2) are free constant coefficients of the model, E (m2) is the

alongshore-averaged incident wave energy at time t, and S̃0 (m) is the modeled S0.

The second model relates the shoreline rotation rate to the amount of wave energy available for alongshore

sediment transport [Komar and Inman, 1970], defining the equilibrium orientation of the shoreline as the nor-

mal to the wave angle of incidence � [Turki et al., 2013b]. For small values of the shoreline orientation �s, the

model formulation becomes:

d�̃s
dt

= C�sE
[
sin(�) cos(�) − �̃s cos(2�)

]
, (6)

where C�s (m
2s−1) is a free coefficient of the model and �̃s (−) the modeled �s.

The barline parameters aremodeledby semiempiricalmodels developed and validated in Blossier et al. [2016].

The barline alongshore-averaged cross-shore position B0 is described by

dB̃0
dt

= Cb

√
E(E − (abB̃0 + bb))fb(Hs,Hb), (7)

fb(Hs,Hb) = min

([
Hs

Hb

]p
, 1

)
(8)

with fb (−) is a morphodynamic damping factor related to the morphodynamic activation of the bar and

dependingon the ratio of offshore significantwaveheight at 8mdepth (Hs (m)) over thebreakingwaveheight

at the bar crest (Hb (m)). Coefficient p is equal to 8, and Cb (m
2s−1), ab (m), and bb (m

2) are free coefficients of

the model. B̃0 (m) is the modeled B0.

The model of Blossier et al. [2016] suggests that the barline orientation �b is controlled by the alongshore

gradient of wave energy along the embayment ∇x(E) (i.e., lower wave energy relates to the bar being closer

to the shore and vice versa):


�̃b

t

= C�b

[
√
E
(
∇x(E) − �bab(�̃b − �eq)

)
+

1

2
√
E
∇x(E)

(
E − (abB̃0 + bb)

)
]
fb(Hs,Hb) (9)

where C�b (m2s−1), �b (−), and �eq (−) are free parameters of the model and the values of ab and bb are

determined during the calibration of the migration model (equation (7)). �̃b (−) is the modeled �b.

The significant wave height and the incident wave angle required to run the models are extracted from the

wavemodel output at point P2 (Figure 1d). To run the barline rotationmodel driven by the alongshore gradi-

ent of wave energy along the embayment (Figure 2c), significant wave heights are extracted at points P1 and

P3 (Figure 1d).

The hindcasts of the four semiempirical models calibrated over the 7 year data set are presented in

Figures 3c–3f. The four semiempirical models simulate alongshore-averaged cross-shore positions and ori-

entations of the shoreline and barline with fair to good skills. In each case, about 70% of the variance is

explained (Table 1), and Brier skill scores fall between 0.6 and 0.8 (a fair to good fit, according to van Rijn et al.

[2003]). The performance of themodels is similar to the studies of Yates et al. [2009],Davidson et al. [2013] and

Splinter et al. [2014] (shoreline migration), Plant et al. [1999] and Splinter et al. [2011] (barline migration), and

Turki et al. [2013b] (shoreline rotation). Details on the calibration, validation, and performance are provided in

Appendix C (shoreline) and Blossier et al. [2016] (barline).

Although a correlation study would be sufficient to evaluate the amount of variability of modesMs,i ,Mb,i , and

M∗
i
that can be explained by the equilibrium models, applying the PCA to the models’ outcomes will allow

us to assess if the models are able to simulate the dynamic patterns described by Ms,i , Mb,i , and M∗
i
, i.e., if

they capture and describe the dominant scales of motion of the beach. To perform these PCAs, the modeled
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Figure 5. First and second spatial vectors computed for the shoreline ((a) es,1; (b) es,2) and the barline ((c) eb,1 ; (d) eb,2) using Method 1. Four first spatial vectors
computed for the shoreline ((e–h) e∗

s,i=1−4
) and the barline ((i–l) e∗

b,i=1−4
) using Method 2. Solid lines are related to observed data. Dashed lines are related to

modeled data. The amount of shoreline and barline variability explained by the modes is given in the legends (R2). Spatial vectors associated with data-based
modes explaining less than 5% of variability are hatched. Black arrows in the center indicate the associations of modes issued from Method 1 and Method 2 as
described in the text.

shoreline and barline two-dimensional signals, S̃(x, t) and B̃(x, t), respectively, are reconstructed based on S̃0
and �̃s (shoreline), and B̃0 and �̃b (barline):

S̃(x, t) = S̃0(t) + (x − Ls∕2)�̃s(t), (10)

B̃(x, t) = B̃0(t) + (x − Lb∕2)�̃b(t), (11)

with Ls and Lb the alongshore positions of the centers of the shoreline and barline observation areas,

respectively.

Table 2. Variance Explained by the Data-Based PCA Modes in Terms of Migration, Rotation, and Change of Curvaturea

Ms,i Mb,i M∗
s,i

M∗
b,i

i R2 R2
M

R2
R

R2
U

R2 R2
M

R2
R

R2
U

R2 R2
M

R2
R

R2
U

R2 R2
M

R2
R

R2
U

1 64 41 23 - 58 54 2 1 54 33 20 - 45 41 4 -

2 17 6 10 - 18 - 15 2 10 8 1 - 20 12 3 4

3 6 - - 4 8 - 1 5 16 3 11 - 2 - - -

4 4 - - - 5 - - - 3 2 - - 11 - 10 -

aFor eachmode, a cell contains successively R2 values for the overall signal (R2), itsmigration (R2
M
), its rotation (R2

R
), and

its change of curvature (R2
U
) (with R2 ≥ R2

M
+ R2

R
+ R2

U
). Values corresponding to modes presented in Figure 5 are shown

in bold.
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Figure 6. Schematic representations of dominant shore and bar behaviors observed at Tairua (simultaneous modes M∗
1

((a) c∗
1
< 0; (b) c∗

1
> 0) and M∗

2
((c) c∗

2
< 0; (d) c∗

2
> 0)). Percentages indicate the amount of variability explained by each

mode for the shoreline (yellow) and barline (light blue). Arrows of the same colors indicate migration, rotation, and
breathing patterns. Dark blue arrows and angular sectors relate to relevant wave climate properties described in each
top left corner (pos. sk. = positive skewness).

4. Results
4.1. Method 1: Separated Modes

PCA was first applied independently to the 7 year shoreline and barline data sets following Method 1. Spatial

vectors es,i and eb,i of the first two modesMs,i andMb,i are presented in Figures 5a–5d. In addition, a decom-

position of the amount of variability explained by each PCA mode (R2) in terms of migration (R2
M
), rotation

(R2
R
), and change of curvature (R2

U
) is given in Table 2 (details on the computation method are provided in

Appendix D).

Modes Ms,1 and Ms,2 account for 64 and 17% of the shoreline variability, respectively (Figures 5a and 5b).

They both account for shoreline movement that is a combination of migration and rotation (see R2
M
and R2

R

in Table 2). According to the dominant mode Ms,1, the shoreline tends to rotate counterclockwise when it

accretes (positive slope and positive alongshore-averaged value of es,1), and vice versa (when the correspond-

ing temporal vector, cs,1, becomes negative).

ModesMb,1 andMb,2 account for 58 and 18%of the barline variability, respectively (Figures 5c and 5d). Accord-

ing to Table 2,Mb,1 describes barlinemovement that is dominated bymigration and account for little rotation

and change of curvature (the barline tends to rotate clockwise when it migrates seaward, with its center

migrating further offshore, and vice versa). Mb,2 describes a rotation which is well separated from barline

migration (explained byMb,1) and accounts for curvature variations.

The results of the PCAs applied to S̃(x, t) and B̃(x, t) (shoreline and barline signals simulated by the equilibrium

models) are also presented in Figure 5 (dashed lines). There is a general good agreement between themodel-

and data-based spatial vectors ẽs,i , es,i and ẽb,i , eb,i . Model-based modes necessarily describe less shoreline or

barline variability (about 20 to 30% less) as they do not account for spatial alongshore variability other than

the overall shoreline or barline oblique orientation.

4.2. Method 2: Combined Modes

PCA is then performed on the stacked shoreline and barline signal (Method 2). In this case, spatial vectors

e∗
s,i
and e∗

b,i
share the same temporal vectors c∗

i
, so that modesM∗

i
characterize dynamic shoreline and barline

patterns. The four first modes M∗
i=1−4 of the combined PCA analysis (Method 2) are presented in Figure 5.
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Table 3. Correlations (r) Between Model- and Data-Based Temporal
Vectors (cs,i and c̃s,i , cb,i and c̃b,i , and c∗

i
and c̃∗

i
)a

Mode nb. Shore Bar Shore & Bar

1 0.85 0.89 0.90

2 0.70 0.84 0.70

3 −0.02 −0.09 0.70

4 −0.11 0.03 0.75

aCorrelations above 0.70 are indicated in bold.

Subsequentmodes explain little variability and are therefore ignored in the present study. Note that R2 values

in Figure 5, Method 2, do not refer to the variability of the stacked shore and bar signal but were recomputed

separately for the shoreline and for the barline, after the PCA. They can therefore be directly compared to the

values obtained for modesMi=1−2 (Method 1).

M∗
1 and M∗

2 are simultaneous modes since they describe dynamic patterns that account for more than 10%

of both the shoreline and barline variability. Vectors e∗
s,1 and e∗

b,1
show that M∗

1 describes the simultaneous

progradation of the shoreline and shoreward migration of the barline both accompanied by counterclock-

wise rotation, and vice versa (Figures 5e and 5i). In contrast to M∗
1, e

∗
s,2 and e∗

b,2
show that M∗

2 describes the

simultaneous retreat (or progradation) of both the shoreline and barline, accompanied by changes of bar-

line curvature and minor rotations (slight clockwise rotation of shoreline and barline with beach retreat, and

vice versa, Figures 5f and 5j). A schematic representation of the beach behaviors described by M∗
1 and M∗

2 is

proposed in Figure 6.

M∗
3 andM

∗
4 are characterizedby anonnegligible contribution to the shoreline and thebarline (more than10%),

respectively, and a trivial contribution vice versa. For example,M∗
3 describes a dynamic pattern that is relevant

for the shoreline (it explains 16% of its variability, Figure 5g). On the contrary, it describes a dynamic pattern

for the barline that does not explain any of its variability (2% is below significant level, Figure 5k). There-

fore,M∗
3 andM∗

4 are nonsimultaneous modes. They account for independent shoreline and barline behaviors,

essentially rotations (Table 2).

Model-based modes M̃∗
1, M̃

∗
3, and M̃∗

4 show good agreement with data-based modes M∗
1, M

∗
3, and M∗

4. In the

two latter cases, good agreement is only relevant for the shoreline (M∗
3) or the barline (M∗

4). M
∗
2 is only par-

tially simulated by themodels (poor fit between e∗
s,2 and ẽ∗

s,2, and curved shapes of e∗
s,2 and e∗

b,2
that cannot be

simulated by the models). However, the alongshore-averaged values of e∗
s,2 and ẽ∗

s,2, and of e∗
b,2

and ẽ∗
b,2

agree

well, showing that the equilibriummodels simulate part of the cross-shoremigration described byM∗
2. Corre-

lations above 0.7 reflect a fair correspondence between model- and data-based temporal vectors c∗
i=1−4 and

c̃∗
i=1−4 (Table 3).

5. Discussion
5.1. Simultaneity of Shore and Bar Behaviors

5.1.1. Simultaneity

PCA usingMethod 1 showed thatmore than 60% of the variability of Tairua Beach is dominated by the shore-

line and barline moving through combinations of migration and rotation (Ms,1 andMb,1, Table 2). In addition,

Ms,1 andMb,1 can immediately be compared withM∗
1 (e

∗
s,1 and e∗

b,1
are similar to es,1 and eb,1 (Figures 5a, 5c, 5e,

and 5i), and the temporal vectors c∗1 , cs,1, and cb,1 agree well (R
2 > 0.7, Figure 7a)). A decrease of approximately

10% of the variability explained by M∗
1 compared to Ms,1 and Mb,1 suggests that the missing amount could

be explained by M∗
2 (shoreline: 10%; barline: 20%). The combinations of migration and rotation described

by dominant modes Ms,1 and Mb,1 seem therefore to be described by two simultaneous modes M∗
1 and M∗

2,

suggesting that the migration and rotation captured by these modes are coupled (Figures 5a, 5c, 5e, 5f, 5i,

and 5j).

Secondary behaviors are represented by modes Ms,2 and Mb,2 (Method 1, Figures 5b and 5d). These modes

account mainly for rotation (R2
R
> 10 %, Table 2), with Ms,2 accounting also for minor migration and Mb,2 for

minor changes in curvature. The simultaneity or nonsimultaneity of these behaviors is revealed byMethod 2.

Indeed, Ms,2 can be compared with M∗
3 and Mb,2 can be compared with M∗

4 (spatial vector es,2 compares well
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Figure 7. Main PCA modes temporal vectors. Black lines: temporal vectors corresponding to modes M∗
i=1−4

extracted
with Method 2 ((a) c∗

1
, (b) c∗

2
, (c) c∗

3
, and (d) c∗

4
). Red lines: Shoreline temporal vectors extracted with Method 1

((a) cs,1 and (c) cs,2). Blue line: Barline temporal vectors extracted with Method 1 ((a) cb,1 and (d) cb,2).

with e∗
s,3, while temporal vectors cs,2 and c∗3 correlate with R2 = 0.9; eb,2 compares well with e∗

b,4
, while cb,2 and

c∗4 correlate with R2 = 0.5). Therefore, we can conclude that secondary modes are nonsimultaneous and that

the rotations of the shoreline and barline that they essentially capture are independent behaviors.
5.1.2. Dominant Simultaneous Behaviors

Unlike other beaches, the dominant behavior of Tairua beach includesmigration and rotation of the shoreline

andbarline that donotoccur independently. Indeed, thePCAanalysesdidnot separate themeither in the case

of the shoreline (Ms,1), the barline (Mb,1) analyzed separately, or for both of them considered together (M∗
1).

M∗
1, that describes opposedmigration directions of the shoreline and barline (e.g., the shoreline erodes while

the bar moves seaward), accompanied by rotations in identical sense, is named contrasting mode hereafter.

This mode can be associated with the transition of the beach toward more reflective or dissipative states

and reflects the beach behaviors identified during Events I, II, and IV. The second simultaneous mode, M∗
2,

mainly accounts for simultaneous cross-shore migrations, in identical direction, of the shoreline and barline.

Therefore,M∗
2 is referred to as the similar mode hereafter.

M∗
2 also includes curvature variation of the barline (R

2
U
, Table 2). RatliffandMurray [2014] studied the long-term

behavior of embayed beach shorelines bymodeling longshore sediment transport between headlands using

the model of Ashton et al. [2001] and Ashton andMurray [2006]. They named a new dynamic mode breathing

that relates to fluctuations in the curvature of the shoreline, which is not observed here. However, spatial

vector e∗
b,2

(Figure 5j) of the similar mode (M∗
2) shows a curved planform shape that could relate to such a

breathing process of the barline. In addition,M∗
2 accounts for an overall retreat or progradation of the shore-

line and barline system. Moreover, temporal vector c∗2 exhibits interannual fluctuations with time periods

of 3 to 4 years, which would agree with the characteristic time scales found by Ratliff and Murray [2014]

for low-angle wave climate (Figure 7b). Such climate is found at Tairua, where only 8% of the 7 year simu-

lated waves exceed an angle of incidence of 45∘, which could explain the emergence of the similar mode

(Figures 6c and 6d).

The contrasting and similar modes, M∗
1 and M∗

2, suggest that the dominant behavior of the beach could be

associated with a strong coupling between the shoreline and barline, influencing each other at the scale of

the embayment, as suggested in Harley et al. [2015]. By focusing on the simultaneous dynamic patterns of

Tairua Beach, Method 2 was also able to extract a process that has similarities with the breathing of embayed

beaches described by Ratliff and Murray [2014]. In Tairua, this process concerns the entire shore and bar sys-

tem, exhibiting simultaneous, potentially coupled, shoreline and barline cross-shore migrations, and barline

curvature variations.
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5.2. Environmental Drivers

It is not clear whether the coupling between the bar and shoreline (as evidenced by the simultaneous

behavior) is caused by a direct effect of one on the other, or by them both responding independently (but

simultaneously) to changes in wave forcing. In this section, the dependence on wave forcing is explored with

simple equilibriummodels and associated model-based PCAmodes, as described in the methods.
5.2.1. Model-Based Modes

All aforementioned results and observations depend on the quality of the data set and the reliability of the

PCA methods. In the following, the association of PCA modes with external forcing conditions rely on the

reliability of the equilibrium models. Therefore, it is important to discuss the performance of these models

in simulating the data-based modes Ms,i , Mb,i, and M∗
i
. Apart from ẽ∗

s,2, e
∗
s,2 and ẽ∗

b,2
, e∗

b,2
, a good agreement

was already found between the model- and data-based spatial vectors shapes. Apparent poor agreement

between ẽ∗
s,2, e

∗
s,2 and ẽ∗

b,2
, e∗

b,2
should be interpreted in the context that their alongshore-averaged values

agree well, showing that the equilibriummodels simulate part of the cross-shore migration described byM∗
2.

Good agreement between data- andmodel-basedmodes is confirmed by R2 values above 0.7 found between

their corresponding temporal vectors (c̃s,i, cs,i ; c̃b,i , cb,i; c̃
∗
i
, c∗

i
, Table 3).

Such agreement shows explicitly that the equilibriummodels are able to simulate the dynamic shoreline and

barline patterns that dominate the beach behavior (as identified by the PCA). It also shows that the models

simulate a ratio of migration and rotation of the shoreline and barline at the embayment-wide scale, which

is similar to the observations (otherwise the model-based modes would be reshaped by, for instance, migra-

tion dominating over rotation, or shoreline dynamics dominating over barline dynamics). Therefore, we can

proceed to use these models to explore the relationship of patterns to forcing condition.
5.2.2. Migration

Under adequate wave conditions, equilibriummodels simulate the similar and contrastingmodes. According

to the migration models’ formulations (equations (5) and (7)), the contrasting mode M∗
1 should be acti-

vated when the incident wave energy is higher than the shoreline and barline equilibrium energies (E> Eeq,s
and E> Eeq,b), inducing barline seaward migration and shoreline erosion. An incident energy lower than the

equilibrium energies (E < Eeq,s and E < Eeq,b) also drives the contrasting mode (landward barline migra-

tion associated with shoreline progradation). In the same manner, the similar mode M∗
2 describes an overall

landward or seaward migration of both the shoreline and barline. This could occur not only due to a breath-

ing process but also when the incident wave energy falls between the shore and bar equilibrium energies

(Eeq,s < E < Eeq,b).

These relations between modes and equilibrium wave energies are reflected by the 7 year distribution of

incidentwave energy above, below, or in between Eeq,s and Eeq,b. Time series of equilibrium and incidentwave

energy are presented in Figure 8. In total, 80% of the overall incident wave energy at Tairua Beach is likely to

drive the contrastingmode 90%of the time (E> Eeq,s and E> Eeq,b occur 7%of the time, accounting for 35%of

the overall wave energy; E < Eeq,s and E < Eeq,b occur 83% of the time, accounting for 45% of the overall wave

energy). Regarding the similar mode, the remaining incident wave energy corresponding to Eeq,s < E < Eeq,b
occurs only 10% of the time and accounts for 20% of the overall wave energy. The ratio of wave energy likely

to drive the contrasting mode (80%) over the wave energy likely to drive the similar mode (20%) reflects the

dominance of the contrasting mode (shoreline: 54%; barline: 45%) over the similar mode (shoreline: 10%;

barline: 20%). This supports the association of the migration described by the contrasting and similar modes

with the models’ equilibrium theories.

SinceWrightandShort [1984], it is not surprising that shoreline andbarline cross-shoremigrationsoccur simul-

taneously during beach state transitions. However, such simultaneity should only be partial since shoreline

and barline are expected to adapt with different response time to changes in incident wave conditions. This

is illustrated by recent attempts to model cross-shore sandbar migration, which showed that wave breaking

over the bar crest was the main driver [Plant et al., 1999; Splinter et al., 2011; Blossier et al., 2016], which does

not appear in shorelinemodels [Yates et al., 2009; Splinter et al., 2014]. For instance, in this paper, equations (5)

and (7) lead, for steady conditions of wave energy E0, to the following response times �S0 (shore) and �B0 (bar):

�S0 =
1

Cs
√
E0ps

, (12)

�B0 =
1

Cb
√
E0abfb

, (13)
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Figure 8. Orange line: Barline equilibrium energy Eeq,b. Green line: Shoreline equilibrium energy Eeq,s . Dots: Incident wave energy at 8 m depth (P2, Figure 1d).
Colors indicate the corresponding amount of energy available for alongshore sediment transport Ey .

�B0
�S0

=
Csps

Cbabfb
≈ 0.2, for fb = 1. (14)

�S0 ranges from above 80 days (Hs < 1 m) to below 20 days (Hs > 4 m). When waves break over the bar crest

(Hs >Hb and fb = 1, i.e., barline seaward migration), the bar migrates at the maximal migration rate (about

5 times more quickly than the shoreline) toward its equilibrium position equation (14). During intermediate

conditions (Eeq,s < E < Eeq,b), �B0 and �S0 get closer (average ratio of 0.8), so that the barline and shoreline still

migrate together. However, during calm conditions, the barlinemodel states that the barline should be nearly

inactive (the term accounting for wave breaking, fb equation (8), leads to much slower response during calm

conditions, with a ratio �B0 over �S0 above 10 for 70% of these conditions).

This does not fully agree with the PCA analyses that show that nearly all cross-shoremigration is explained by

simultaneousmodes (M∗
1 andM

∗
2). However, themodels do not perfectly simulateM∗

1 andM
∗
2 (20% of the vari-

ance is unexplained for the shoreline (M∗
1) and for the barline (M∗

2)). This suggests the existence of processes

that are not taken into account in the equilibrium theories; processes that may potentially couple the shore-

line and the barline migrations, as suggested by Splinter et al. [2017]. Such processes would likely involve an

influence of the bar on the hydrodynamics in the vicinity of the shoreline, especially on the wave field. For

instance, the emergence of rip channels along the sandbar affects barline migration [Splinter et al., 2011] and

can induce wave refraction, shoaling, and breaking patterns that can influence shoreline morphodynamics

[Cocoetal., 2005;Ruessinketal., 2007;Castelle etal., 2010a, 2010b; vandeLagewegetal., 2013]. On a larger scale,

the overall barline state could play a role in the erosion (or accretion) at the shoreline [Price andRuessink, 2011;

Harley et al., 2015; Splinter et al., 2017]. Other processes such as the (unmodeled) breathingprocessmentioned

earlier could also be involved.
5.2.3. Rotation

The PCA outcomes showed that the shoreline and the barline partly rotate simultaneously, in the same sense

(M∗
1). Such behavior can be explored using the equilibrium theories for rotation. Equation (6) associates shore-

line rotationwith the amount ofwave energy contributing to alongshore transport (Ey = E cos(�) sin(�)) while

equation (9) relates barline rotation to alongshore wave energy gradients (∇x(E)). Therefore, the distributions

of Ey and ∇x(E) corresponding to the wave energy conditions triggering the contrasting mode should relate

to the associated directions of rotation.

When the contrasting modeM∗
1 is active, barline seaward migration and shoreline erosion are likely to occur

with clockwise rotations (such as during Event I). This case is driven by storm conditions, E> Eeq,s and E> Eeq,b
(see previous section), for which the distributions of Ey and ∇x(E) are shifted within a quarter standard

deviation toward negative values (for Ey , see the dominance of blue dots above Eeq,b, Figure 8). This favors

simultaneous clockwise rotations of the shoreline and barline (Figure 6a).

The contrasting mode M∗
1 also describes beach recovery (barline shoreward migration, shoreline accretion),

which it associates with counterclockwise rotations (such as during Event II). This case occurs when E < Eeq,s
and E < Eeq,b (see previous section). Under these conditions, the distributions of Ey and ∇x(E) have aver-

aged values close to zero and standard deviations about 5 times smaller than during energetic conditions.
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Figure 9. (a) Equilibrium orientation of the barline �eq,b (equation (16)) on the vertical axis as a function of the equilibrium orientation of the shoreline
(equation (15)). Values are given in degrees. The color scale indicates the intensity of the incident wave energy. (b) Red and blue dots represent the response
time of the barline orientation ��b as a function of the shoreline orientation ��s (only values shorter than 12 months are shown). Red dots correspond to a
damping factor fb = 1 and a limited wave incidence |�| < 10∘. The black line represents the relation between ��b and ��s for fb = 1 and � = 0 (equation (19)).

Therefore, after a storm event during which the shoreline and barline rotated clockwise, these tend to rotate

back toward a near-zero orientation during recovery; i.e., they rotate counterclockwise. In addition, the distri-

bution of Ey shows a significant positive skewness (see the large number of red dots below Eeq,s, Figure 8) that

can enhance counterclockwise rotation during shoreline accretion (Figure 6b).

Little rotation is explained by the similar mode M∗
2 (Figures 5f, and 5j, and R2

R
in Table 2). This mode is active

when Eeq,s < E < Eeq,b (see previous section). In agreement with the PCA, these conditions correspond to

slightly negative averaged values of Ey and∇x(E) that are negligible compared to standard deviations (1 order

of magnitude). The relations between wave climate properties and the activation of modes M∗
1 and M∗

2 are

summarized in Figure 6.

Despite the simultaneous rotation patterns discussed above, the PCA outcomes showed that shoreline and

barline rotations are strongly nonsimultaneous (R2
R
about 10% for M∗

3 and M∗
4, i.e., 30 and 60% of the shore-

line and barline rotation, respectively), and so we should expect them to behave independently. In addition,

M∗
3 and M∗

4 show that rotation can occur without substantial migration, such as during Event III. The rota-

tionmodels’ formulations support these observations by involving different physical processes, which do not

relate to the shoreline or barline migration. The shoreline rotation is driven by Ey , representing alongshore

sediment transport induced by longshore currents, while barline rotation is driven by∇x(E), which relates to

a differential adaptation of the cross-shore position of the barline along the beach via cross-shore processes.

Consequently, shoreline and barline rotations should respond toward different equilibrium orientations with

different response times, explaining the emergence of nonsimultaneous modes.

Under steadywave conditions (incidentwave energy E0 andwave angle �0), equilibriumorientations �eq,s and

�eq,b can be inferred from equations (6) and (9) for the shoreline and barline, respectively:

�eq,s = �0, (15)

�eq,b = �eq +
1

�bab


E0

x

, (16)

These two quantities are represented in Figure 9a with their corresponding incident wave energy. While �eq,s
relates directly to the wave angle of incidence, in agreement with Turki et al. [2013a, 2013b] and Blossier et al.

[2015], �eq,b relates to the alongshore wave energy gradient, in agreement with Bryan et al. [2013] and Blossier

et al. [2016].
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Simultaneous shoreline and barline rotation patterns would suppose a nearly constant ratio between shore-

line and barline rotation rates. This is more likely to be the case if �eq,s and �eq,b are correlated. However,

Figure 9a shows that wave energy strongly influences the relationship between �eq,s and �eq,b. The average

ratio �eq,b over �eq,s decreases with decreasing wave energy (2 for E ≥ 10 m2, 1.5 for 5 ≤ E < 10 m2; 0.7

for 2.5 ≤ E < 5 m2; 0.23 for 1 ≤ E < 2.5 m2, (R2 ≥ 0.6)). For incident wave energy below 1 m2, there is no

significant correlation and �eq,b falls between −9∘ and 5∘ for any value of �eq,s.

This explainswhy strong rotations of the bar are observed during storms even at low angles of incidence, such

as Events I and IV (Figure 3). During these events, highwaves (Hs =3.8 and 3m, respectively, Figure 2a) and low

angle of incidence (� ∼ −5∘ and −2∘, respectively, not shown) induce large alongshore negative gradients of

wave energy (−2.5 and−1m2/m, Figure 2c) driving large clockwise barline rotation, while clockwise shoreline

rotation is limited for Event I and does not occur for Event IV (Ey close to 0, Figure 2b). Conversely, under low

wave conditions, regardless of the wave angle, low alongshore wave energy gradients lead to a rotation of

the bar toward �eq,b ∼ �eq = −0.028 (equation (16), see Figure 3, year 1999, August 2000 to February 2001,

and year 2004).

Not only can the shoreline andbarline equilibriumangles induce nonsimultaneity of the shoreline andbarline

rotations but also their characteristic response times toward equilibria, ��s and ��b , respectively:

��s =
1

C�sE0 cos(2�0)
, (17)

��b =
1

C�b

√
E0fb�bab

, (18)

��b =

√
C�s

C�b�bab

√
��s ≈ 2.7

√
��s , for fb = 1 and �0 = 0. (19)

Values of ��s and ��b are represented in Figure 9b. Equation (19) provides the relation between ��s and ��b
for energetic conditions (waves break offshore of the bar crest, i.e., fb = 1), and near-normal wave incidence.

Under these conditions, mode M∗
1 is active. The barline orientation responds much more quickly than the

shoreline orientation and oblique wave angles can even increase this difference (dots below the black line,

Figure 9b). However, the beach experiences more often calm conditions (fb < 1). As a result, in the models,

��b >��s for 75% of the evaluated time steps, showing that the barline is less active than the shoreline in

general, inducing nonsimultaneous rotations.

To summarize, shoreline and barline rotations are partly simultaneous, as shown byM∗
1, partly nonsimultane-

ous, as shownbyM∗
3 andM

∗
4. Simultaneity canbeassociatedwith thepartial correlationof Ey and∇x(E), driving

the shoreline and barline rotation, respectively. However, this correlation depends on thewave energy, result-

ing in wave energy-dependent relationships between equilibrium angles �eq,s and �eq,b and response times

��s and ��b . This contributes to the nonsimultaneity of the shoreline and barline rotations.

Drivers behind beach rotation are regularly questioned in the literature [Harley et al., 2011; Bryan et al., 2013;

Turki et al., 2013b; Harley et al., 2015; Blossier et al., 2016]. Here at Tairua Beach, the good agreement between

the PCAs and equilibrium models’ outcomes argues in favor of the wave oblique incidence and consequent

longshore transport to be the main driver of shoreline rotation. It also confirms that barline rotation is likely

to be driven by the cross-shore adaptation of the barline position to alongshore wave energy gradients.

Shoreline rotation due to upper beach steepening or flattening induced by wave energy gradients is ignored

in the present shoreline rotation model. It would induce rotations in opposite sense compared to observa-

tions (i.e., opposed to sandbar sense of rotation), and somay only occur in a very limitedmanner (among 21%

of shoreline rotation unexplained by the model, Table 1). Shoreline and barline rotations seem to be coupled

mainly via the coupling of the wave field parameters Ey and∇x(E). This strongly infers the importance of the

local geological setting in the observed embayment-wide rotation patterns.

6. Conclusion

This study explored the potential coupling of the shoreline and sandbar of a single-barred embayed beach. A

combined approach based on the outcomes of two different PCA methods and four equilibriummodels has

been used to characterize the dominant coupled patterns of the shoreline and barline. Classical PCAs showed
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that dominant patterns occur at the scale of the embayment and are combinations of cross-shore migrations

and rotations of the beach shoreline and sandbar.

A new application of PCA leads to a quantification of how much of these patterns were induced simultane-

ously by the shore and bar dynamics. The two major coupled dynamical patterns that were isolated were

beach transitions towardmore reflective ormore dissipative states (contrastingmode) and shoreline and bar-

line cross-shore migrations in identical directions (similar mode). This similar mode also involved a breathing

of the barline, showing that breathing modes are not limited to shoreline morphodynamics.

A general good agreement between data- and model-based PCA modes indicates that equilibrium models

can capture and describe the dominant scales of motion, i.e., the dynamic patterns at the embayment scale

that involve simultaneous or nonsimultaneous shore and bar behaviors. According to the theories underlying

the models, cross-shore migrations of the shoreline and barline are mainly controlled by the incident wave

energy intensity while shoreline rotation is driven by the wave angle of incidence and consequent longshore

sediment transport. Barline rotation is driven by alongshorewave energy gradients and cross-shore sediment

transport.

The contrasting mode reveals the nature of the simultaneous shore and barline behavior. The simultaneity

in shore and bar cross-shore migration can be either explained by the fact that they obey the same driver,

i.e., the wave energy intensity, or because these features can be physically coupled by, for instance, the influ-

ence of the sandbar on the shoreline hydrodynamics or cross-shore transfers of sediment. During higherwave

energy conditions, the alongshore gradient inwave height (which drives barline rotation) and the alongshore

wave energy flux (which drives shoreline rotation) are activated together, which results in rotations in identi-

cal sense that depends on the local wave climate properties. Wave angles and alongshore gradients in wave

height can be related because of the geological setting (for example, when changes in the wave angles also

cause one end of the beach to get shadowed by a headland or island).

Drivers identified in this study are likely to occur at any intermediate single-barred embayed beach, sug-

gesting that coupled, embayment-wide shoreline and sandbar patterns can probably be observed in such

environments. However, the occurrence of similar patterns at multiple-barred beaches, involving the shore-

line and multiple sandbars, remains largely unexplored. The PCA method used in the present study could

be an efficient approach to assess if such patterns occur, and to evaluate the role of intermediate sandbars,

located between the shoreline and the outermost sandbar.

Appendix A: Influence of Errors on the Results

The influenceofmeasurement errors on thePCAsof this studywas assessed.Onehundred surrogate shoreline

and barline signals were generated by superimposing noise signals to the original signals. For the shore-

line, a nearly Gaussian noise in time and space, s,pixel(xs, t) was generated with a standard deviation of

0.4 m and a maximum amplitude of 0.7 m to simulate the pixel footprint accuracy. This was added to an

alongshore-uniform Gaussian noise in time, s,runup(t) with a standard deviation of 3.5 m to simulate the

uncertainty inwater level (including tidal level, wave setup and runup). For thebarline, an alongshore-uniform

Gaussian noise in time,b,error(t)with a standard deviation of 10 m, was used to account for the overall error

in bar digitization.

Overall, the spatial vectors es,i , eb,i, e
∗
s,i
, and e∗

b,i
are nearly unchanged (not shown). Largest (but still very small)

changes are observed for e∗
b,3

and e∗
s,4, which were found to be the trivial part of nonsimultaneous modesM∗

3

andM∗
4 in the main text. Changes in R2 values are usually±1–2%, always below 5% except forM∗

2 (up to+8%

for the shoreline). Larger differences are found within the temporal vectors cs,i , cb,i , c
∗
s,i
, and c∗

b,i
. Indeed, with

unchanged spatial vectors and R2 values, they reflect directly the synthetic noise in the signals.

Appendix B: Significance of PCAModes

The rule of thumb of North et al. [1982] is commonly applied to identify sets of degenerated modes within a

PCAanalysis. In such a set, any linear combination ofmodes is as significant as oneof them, yielding todifficult

interpretations [Hannachi et al., 2007; Reeve et al., 2008;Wilks, 2011; Karunarathna et al., 2012]. In theory these

degenerated modes should have the same eigenvalue (�s,i , �b,i in equations (1) and (2)). The rule of thumb
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proposes a formulation of the error in the computation of eigenvalues and states thatmodes are degenerated

if the spacing between successive eigenvalues falls within this error. The error ��i for eigenvalue �i is given by

��i =

√
2
N ∗

�i (B1)

where N ∗ is the number of independent samples of the data set, related to the total number of samplesN by

the autocorrelation coefficient of the time series [Zwiers and von Storch, 1995]. A mode is significant if

�i − �i+1 < ��i (B2)

In addition to the rule of thumb, a Monte Carlo approach based on surrogate data is used here to assess

the significance of the modes at the 95% level. It is assumed that the beach morphodynamics behave as

a red noise in time, which is confirmed by comparing the spectra of beach characteristics (not shown for

the shoreline; see Blossier et al. [2016] for the barline] to a red noise spectrum. Then for each time step, the

spectral decomposition of the beach shoreline (or barline) is computed. Phases are randomly shifted and a

new profile is generated by performing an inverse Fourier transform resulting in a full set of profiles S′(xs, t)

(B′(xb, t)) spectrally equivalent to theobservedprofiles S(xs, t) (B(xb, t)), for the shoreline (barline), respectively.

For instance, for the shoreline, the red noise-based surrogate signal Sn is then generated by

Sn(xs, t + Δt) = r1(xs)S(xs, t) + S′(xs, t + Δt) (B3)

where Δt is the data set sampling time and r1(xs) is a vector of the first autocorrelation coefficient (in time)

at each alongshore position. A thousand surrogate signals Sn are generated. The 95 % level of significance is

determined at alongshore position xs by computing the 95% percentile of the R2(xs) coefficients computed

betweenmeasured (S(xs, t)) and generated (Sn(xs, t)) signals. For both the shoreline and barline, R2 values fall

below 5%, showing that any mode explaining more that 5% of variability is significant.

Appendix C: Semiempirical Models

C1. Formulations

Four semiempirical models based on existing literature are used in the present study to simulate themorpho-

dynamics of Tairua Beach in terms of alongshore-averaged cross-shore position and orientation of both the

beach shoreline and barline. This appendix focuses on shoreline models. Concerning the barline cross-shore

and rotation models, we refer the reader to the work of Blossier et al. [2016] that provides extensive details

about their formulation, calibration, and validation. The same parameters are used in the present work.

The shoreline model that describes the cross-shore position of the beach shoreline is based on the formu-

lation of Yates et al. [2009]. Here using different coefficients quantifying accretion and erosion rates of the

shoreline did not improve the performance of themodel and therefore, only one is used. However themodel

was found not to be able to describe long-term trends. As such, the shoreline position S0 is decomposed as a

part described by the model S′0 and a linear trend, similar to Davidson et al. [2013]:

S0 = qst +ms + S′0, (C1)

Eeq,s = psS
′
0 + ns, (C2)


S′0

t

= Cs

√
E(E − Eeq) = Cs

√
E(E − psS

′
0 − ns) (C3)

whereqs (m s−1) is the linear trend coefficient,ms (m) is an offset, Eeq is the equilibriumenergy linearly depend-

ingon the current positionof the shoreline S′0 with coefficientsps (m) andns (m
2). E is the incidentwave energy

at time t and Cs (m
−2 s−1) is a calibration coefficient. In this appendix, unlike in the main text, notation ̃ is

not used to mark modeled values such as S0.

Equations (C1) and (C3) can be alongshore-averaged using the following hypotheses:

1. The shoreline linear trend is uniform in the embayment (qs andms are constant).

2. ps and ns are symmetric in the embayment.

3. Cs, controlling the accretion and erosion rates, is constant in the embayment.

4. E and S′0 canbe linearizedwith an alongshore-averaged value (Ē, S0), and an alongshore-varying value (Ě, Š0)

5. Ě ≪ Ē
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Table C1. Shoreline Migration and Rotation Models Coefficients and Skill for the 7 Year and Five 3 Year Long Time
Periods

Migration Rotation

Cs ps qs rs R2 Bss C�s R2 Bss

Time (m−2 s−1) (m) (m/yr) (m2) - - (m−2 s−1) - -

1999–2006 −0.079 −0.084 −1.81 5.73 0.67 0.64 0.004 0.79 0.62

1999–2002 −0.061 −0.026 −0.51 3.31 0.84 0.84 0.006 0.89 0.30

2000–2003 −0.064 −0.107 −2.37 7.02 0.79 0.78 0.006 0.88 0.32

2001–2004 −0.086 −0.119 −3.03 7.79 0.72 0.71 0.006 0.86 0.64

2002–2005 −0.127 −0.088 −1.05 5.54 0.74 0.73 0.004 0.81 0.62

2003–2006 −0.118 −0.067 −3.40 5.61 0.75 0.74 0.004 0.80 0.61

Average −0.091 −0.082 −2.07 5.85 0.77 0.76 0.005 0.85 0.50

Standard deviation ±0.030 ±0.037 ±1.25 ±1.71 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.001 ±0.04 ±0.17

Using a Taylor expansion of
√
Ē + Ě, equations (C1) and (C3) become

S0 = qst +ms + S′0, (C4)

dS′0
dt

= Cs

√
Ē
(
Ē − psS

′
0 − ns

)
+ O

(
Ě2
√
Ē

)
(C5)

The last term is indeed negligible for more than 94% of the modeled wave conditions.

Combining equations (C4) and (C5) leads to the following model for S0:

dS0
dt

= Cs

√
Ē
(
Ē − psS0 − ns + psqst + psms

)
+ qs, (C6)

= Cs

√
Ē
(
Ē − psS0 + psqst − rs

)
+ qs, (C7)

rs = ns − psms (C8)

where the migration rate depends now on four free coefficients Cs, ps, qs, and rs. Symbol for alongshore

averaging is ignored in the main text and in the following.

The second model describes the rotation of the shoreline, and its formulation is based on the results of a

statistical linear analysis [Blossier et al., 2015] showing a clear relationship between the shoreline rotation rate

and the amount of wave energy available for alongshore sediment transport [Komar and Inman, 1970]. These

observations are in agreement with the model of Turki et al. [2013b], and therefore, the present shoreline

rotation model is a simplified formulation of their model assuming an equilibrium orientation of the beach

shoreline perpendicular to the incoming wave direction �. The formulation of Turki et al. [2013b] is

d�s
dt

= 2
K

L2h∗
�wgH

2
b,0cg,b sin(� − �s) cos(� − �s), (C9)

with �s the shoreline orientation, K (m2 s2 kg−1) a coefficient accounting for the sediment properties, L (m)

the length of the shoreline, h∗ (m) the closure depth, �w (kg m−3) the water density, g (m s−2) the gravity

acceleration, Hb (m) the breaking wave height, and cg,b (m s−1) the wave group celerity at breaking. Linearly

expanded to the first order for small values of �s, using wave height values at 8 m depth and neglecting the

variations of the wave group celerity, the formulation is simplified to

d�s
dt

= C�sE
[
sin(�) cos(�) − �s cos(2�)

]
, (C10)

with C�s (m
−2 s−1) a free parameter of the model.
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Table C2. Models Skills for 2 Year Forecasts With Increasing Training Periods

Training

S0
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

RMSE R2

�s
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

RMSE R2

B0
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

RMSE R2

�b
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞

RMSE R2

1999–2000 9.7 0.11 0.013 0.83 18.4 0.66 0.049 0.62

1999–2001 4.8 0.34 0.010 0.91 21.6 0.40 0.029 0.78

1999–2002 4.0 0.70 0.009 0.90 19.6 0.45 0.038 0.70

1999–2003 4.4 0.59 0.007 0.78 16.6 0.35 0.036 0.62

1999–2004 3.9 0.57 0.008 0.56 13.9 0.44 0.034 0.70

C2. Performance

Performance was evaluated using two different approaches. First themodels were calibrated using the entire

7 year shoreline data set and five 3 year data sets. The resulting hindcasts were compared to the observations

(Table C1). Then they were trained over 1 to 5 years of data, and the skill of the forecasts was evaluated on the

two successive years (Table C2).

The semiempirical models (shoreline migration and rotation) hindcast the 7 year beach behavior with fair

to good skill (about 70% of variance explained (Table C1), Brier skill scores about 0.6, i.e., a fair to good fit,

according to van Rijn et al. [2003]). These results are confirmed by the runs on 3 year data sets (Table C1). The

coefficients of the models presented in Table C1 are quite stable over the different calibration period. In par-

ticular, average values of the coefficients over the five 3 year calibration periods are similar to the coefficients

obtained for the 7 year calibration.

Then,modelswere validated using 2 year simulations after a 1 to 5 year calibration period. RMSE values and R2

coefficients areprovided in TableC2. The fourmodels perform reasonably for 3 years of trainingormore. In this

case, root-mean-square errors are systematically below the standard deviations of the observed parameters

and R2 coefficients range from 0.35 to 0.90.

Appendix D: Contribution of PCAModes toMigration, Rotation, and Change
of Curvature

Table 2 presents the contributions of the different PCA modes computed in this study to the shoreline and

barline signals, in terms ofmigration, rotation, and change of curvature. This is achievedby first evaluating the

R2 coefficients between the spatial vectors computed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 (es,i , eb,i, e
∗
s,i
, and e∗

b,i
) and three

normalized “idealized” orthogonal vectors (ideal shoreline/barline shapes).

These three idealized vectors represent an alongshore-uniform shape, anoblique shapewith zeromean, and a

hyperbolic cosine-shaped shape with zeromean. Therefore, their time variation would represent amigration,

a rotation, and a breathing [Ratliff andMurray, 2014]. These profiles have been selected as they represent the

most common behavior of embayed beach shoreline and barline found in the literature; they correspond to

the model abilities (migration and rotation simulation) and to the preliminary observations (see section 2.3).

At this point, R2 values only reflect how themode variability is spread over migration, rotation, and change of

curvature (for instance, 80% describes migration, 10% describes rotation, 5% describes curvature variations,

and 5%describes other patterns). To relate this to the shoreline or barline variability, these R2 values are scaled

by the variability explained by each mode (columns R2 in Table 2, also found in Figure 5). Resulting coeffi-

cients R2
M
, R2

R
, and R2

U
quantify the contributions of each mode to the shoreline or barline variability, in terms

of migration, rotation, and curvature variations. For instance, Ms,1 explains 64% of the shoreline variability,

which can be decomposed into 41% in terms of migration and 23% in terms of rotation.

Notation

ab free parameter, m.

�b barline orientation (slope of the linear fit to each barline profile).

�eq free parameter,

�eq,s, �eq,b equilibrium shoreline and barline orientations,

�s shoreline orientation (slope of the linear fit to each shoreline profile),
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B0 barline alongshore-averaged cross-shore position, m.

B(xb, t) barline cross-shore position, described over alongshore dimension and time, m.

bb free parameter, m2.

Bss Brier Skill Score.

C stacked shoreline and barline signal for PCA using Method 2,

c∗
i
temporal vectors of PCA mode i, Method 2,

cb,i, cs,i temporal vectors of barline and shoreline, respectively (modes i, Method 1),

cg,b wave group celerity at breaking, m s−1.

C�b free parameter, m−2 s−1.

C�s free parameter, m−2 s−1.

Cb free parameter, m−2 s−1.

Cs free parameter, m−2 s−1.

d50 median grain size, μm.

� embayed beaches classification parameter,

�b free parameter,

��i uncertainty of PCA eigenvalue �i ,

E incident wave energy defined as the square of the significant wave height Hs, m
2.

E0 steady wave energy condition, m2.

e∗
b,i
, e∗

s,i
splitted spatial vectors from e∗

i
(mode i, Method 2), for barline and shoreline,

e∗
i
spatial vectors of stacked shoreline and barline (mode i, Method 2),

eb,i, es,i spatial vectors of barline and shoreline, respectively (modes i, Method 1),

Eeq,b equilibrium wave energy corresponding to the instantaneous barline position, m2.

Eeq,s equilibrium wave energy corresponding to the instantaneous shoreline position, m2.

Ey wave energy available for alongshore sediment transport, m2.

fb damping factor.

g gravity acceleration, m s−2.

Hb breaking wave height over the bar crest, m.

Hb,0 breaking wave height, m.

h∗ closure depth, m.

Hs significant wave height, m.

K coefficient accounting for sediment properties,

�b,i , �s,i PCA eigenvalues for the barline and shoreline, Method 1,

�i PCA eigenvalue,

�∗
i
PCA eigenvalue, Method 2,

L beach length, m.

Lb, Ls alongshore positions of the center of the barline and shoreline, m.

M∗
i
PCAmodes i of stacked shore- and barline, Method 2,

Mb,i,Ms,i PCAmodes i of barline and shoreline, Method 1,

ms offset, m.

∇x(E) alongshore gradient of wave energy, m.

b,error Gaussian noise simulating barline position measurement error, m.

s,pixel Gaussian noise simulating pixel footprint error, m.

s,runup Gaussian noise simulating runup evaluation error, m.

N∗ number of independent samples of a data set,

ns free parameter, m2.

p parameter used in the formulation of the damping factor, 8.

ps free parameter, m.

qs linear trend coefficient, m s−1 (given in m yr−1 in Table C1).

r1 first autocorrelation coefficient,

rs free parameter, m2.

R2 squared correlation coefficient.

R2
M
, R2

R
, R2

U
variance explained by PCAmodes in terms of migration, rotation, and breathing,

�w water density, kg m−3.

RMAE relative mean average error.

RMSE root-mean-square error.
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� standard deviation, m.

S0 shoreline alongshore-averaged cross-shore position, m.

S′0 detrended shoreline alongshore-averaged cross-shore position, m.

Sn(xs, t) surrogate shoreline cross-shore position signal n, described over alongshore dimension and time,

m.

S(x, t) shoreline cross-shore position, described over alongshore dimension and time, m.

S′(xs, t) synthetic shoreline cross-shore position, described over alongshore dimension and time, m.

t time, s.

��b instantaneous characteristic response time of the barline rotation, day.

��s instantaneous characteristic response time of the shoreline rotation, day.

�B0 instantaneous characteristic response time of the barline cross-shore migration, day.

�S0 instantaneous characteristic response time of the shoreline cross-shore migration, day.

� peak incident wave angle,

�0 steady peak incident wave angle condition,

Tm mean wave period,

x alongshore dimension in the local reference frame, increasing southward, m.

xb, xs alongshore vectors on which the barline and shoreline are defined, m.

xb,norm xb normalized to the size of xs, m.

y cross-shore dimension in the local reference frame, increasing seaward, m.
̂ demeaned, normalized signal.
̃ indication of a variable modeled by an equilibriummodel.

alongshore averaging (appendix).
̌ alongshore asymmetric part of a signal in an embayment (appendix).
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